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CONTENS: 10.1FL OZ  | 300ML
DANGER: EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE

FOR ALL REFILLABLE BUTANE LIGHTERS
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Adjust flame to low.
2. Bleed fuel tank by pressing down on
      refill valve until hissing sound stops.
3. Hold both lighter and refill can upside
      down in each hand.
4. Push refill nozzle firmly into the 
      lighter refill valve and hold for
      15-20 seconds.
5. Wait until lighter reaches room
      temprature before igniting.
      (5-10 Minutes Recommended )
6. Reset flame height adjuster to your 
      preferred setting.
7. IGNITE!
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•Recommended for Torch Lighters
•Universal Filling Tube
•Near Zero Impurities
•Refined Eight Times
•No CFC Propellants
•Ozone Friendly
•Purge-less
•Odorless
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PREMIUM BUTANE

•Product is extremely flammable.
•Do not expose to temperature 
   exceeding 120°F/48°C. 
•Only to be used for refilling 
   butane lighters and butane 
   powered domestic products. 
•Do not smoke near product. 
•Do not light flame near product.
•Keep in well ventilated area. 
•Keep away from children. 
•Container is pressurized.
•Do not inhale contents. 
•Do not pierce or burn.
•Use only as directed.
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